CHARITY TOURNAMENT HERMANDAD STA MARTA

Place and date: North

Course, Saturday July 28th 2019.

Participants: Members of the Club, guest and visitors, amateur players of any age, may take part, provided that they are in
possession of the corresponding active license of the RFEG and with national handicap, although it is limited to 36.4 for both
sexes. Limited to 180 players, of which 120 players will be from the Club and the rest for guests of Hermandad Sta Marta
taking preference those with the lowest handicap over those with the highest handicap.
Categories: 3 indistinct categories, defined by the sum of the exact handicaps of the players, distributing equally the number
of participants among the three categories so that in all there is approximately equal number of them.
Registrations: It can be made on the Club's noticeboard until 6:00 pm two days before the tournament, as well as online. The
lists of the registered ones and their hour of exit will be exposed in the bulletin board and in the web of the club
www.guadalminagolf.com and of the Real Andalusian Federation of Golf www.rfga.org (Flashcaddy).

The registration fee will be € 10 in the case of members plus the corresponding green fee and in the case of guests and
visitors € 54 per player, including registration.
Rules and Play format: The tournament is played in accordance with the Rules of Golf established by the R.F.E.G. the
Permanent Club Local Rules and those dictated by the Competition Committee. 4BBB Stableford.

Tee boxes: Yellow for MEN and Red for LADIES.
Starting list and tee times order: Handicap order in general, unless the players have indicated a preference that will be tried
to please, early, between 8:00 p.m. and 11: 00h. and late from 11: 00h.

Prizes: Prizes to the first three couples classified in each handicap category. And better scratch couple.
Use of buggies: The use of cars is allowed in this tournament, which will be rented at the price of € 33.
Economic Liquidation: All the amount collected in this competition for green fees, inscriptions, buggies, etc. It will be
donated to the charity that inspires it.
Tournament Committee: Hans Wielaard (President of C.C. RCG Guadalmina), Marc Mueller - Baumgart, Francisco Gómez
Rivero representing the Brotherhood of Santa Marta and Christ the Captive, assisted by the Caddy Master of Service.
Various: The prize giving presentation will be held 45 minutes after the last card is delivered. There will be a raffle for gifts
among the attendees, donated by sponsors and friends of the association during a cocktail.

Note:
In order to be awarded with a handicap prize, or to qualify in a handicap category, different from the ( absolute )
scratch category, Players must provide with 4 valid results obtained during the previous 365 days prior to the
celebration of the prize giving ceremony. To this effect, valid results is the what has been defined in 2016-2019 EGA
Handicap System.

